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In the UnitedStates, unprecedentedhigh numbers
applicants,the adoptionof restricof naturalization
tive immigrationpolicies,changingdemographics,
and the 1996 presidentialelection coalescedin the
mid-199Osto makenaturalizationsimultaneously
a high priorityand problematic.Salvadoranswho
had immigratedduringthe 1980s and who were
still strugglingfor the opportunityto naturalize
were caught up in these dynamics.Ajuxtaposition of their strugglesagainst exclusionand of
naturalizationceremonies'rhetoricof inclusion
elucidates complexand paradoxicalconnections
between naturalizationand transnationalism.
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s a nation of immigrants in which nativism flourishes (Higham
1974;Sanchez 1997), the United States has long had a complex
relationship with the migrants who enter its territory.Migrants
are desired as laborers but are excluded from certain public
benefits (Calavita1996;Huberand Espenshade 1997),praised for
contributing to society but suspected of maintaining disparate loyalties
(Calavita2000; Chavez 2001; Starn 1986), seen as evidence that the United
States is superiorto other nations yet condemned as a challenge to national
sovereignty (Sassen 1996), and both celebrated and denigratedfor weaving
diverse culturalheritages into the national fabric (Johnsonet al. 1997;Perea
1997). In the mid-199Os,these tensions came to the fore in searing debates
over where to place legal and other boundaries around those who would be
included in the nation. In California,Proposition 187,which requirededucators, physicians, and other serviceprovidersto identifyand reportsuspected
illegal aliens, was overwhelminglyapprovedby the Californiaelectorate (see
Martin 1995).In 1996, Congresspassed the Illegal ImmigrationReformand
which stiffened border enforcement
ImmigrantResponsibilityAct (IIRIRA),
and made it more difficult for undocumented immigrants to legalize their
presence. Other restrictiveimmigrationmeasures, such as denying citizenship to the U.S.-bornchildrenof undocumented immigrants,were also considered (Chock 1999).At the same time, these more restrictiveimmigration
policies, unprecedented numbers of naturalization applicants, changing
demographics, and the 1996 presidential election coalesced to make naturalizationa national priority(Baker1997).1Thus, in 1996,President Clinton
launched CitizenshipUSA,a driveto naturalizeone million legal permanent
residents in a single year. By the mid-199Os,the U.S. Immigrationand Naturalization Service (INS) was holding mass naturalization ceremonies in
which as many as 2,000-5,000 legal permanent residents simultaneously
took the oath of citizenship. Both the adoption of restrictivemeasures and
the celebration of naturalizationshed light on the meanings of exclusion
from and inclusion in the U.S. polity.
These seemingly contrary trends- the adoption of restrictive policies
and the promotion of naturalization are linked to what scholars have described as a disjuncturebetween the realities of global interdependancy,on
the one hand, and the official models of incorporationin countries such as
A
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the United States, on the other hand (Guarnizo1998;Portes
1997). The adoption of restrictivepolicies may be a response
to the increased international movements of persons,
goods, and ideas that accompany globalization.As financial
systems and labor markets become global, corporations
move to take advantage of differentialsin labor costs and
workersmove from capital-poorto capital-richcountries to
take service-sectorand otherjobs (Hamiltonand Chinchilla
1991;Harvey 1989;Kearney1986;Menjivar2000; Ong et al.
1994;Sassen 1991).Migrantworkersbecome, in a sense, resources for their countries of origin.Not only do many send
remittances to family members back home (Menjivaret al.
1998), but they also become a focus of transnationalpolitical organizingwith some potential to influence policies in
both their countries of residence and origin (Guarnizo1998;
Itzigsohn2000). Naturalizationdrivescan be key to such organizing,as naturalizationconfersvoting rightsand can further ethnicity- or nationality-based politicking. Nonetheless, in the United States, official models of naturalization
presume that immigration consists of leaving one society
and joining another (makinga "cleanbreak";cf. Smith 1998;
Yngvesson 1997) and that naturalizationcreates equivalent
and generic citizen-subjects. Moreover,for migrants'decisions to naturalizeto be seen as voluntary(and thereforelegitimate), one has to presume a sort of free market of citizenship, in which migrants select the nation whose social
system best permits them to develop their personal talents.
Such presumptions ignore the international relationships
and inequities that propel migration,downplay the incommensurability of migrants' histories, and legitimize immigrationsystems that constitute some migrantsas illegal and
thereforeexploitable (Jenkins1978;but see Delgado 1993).
To examine the seeming disjuncturebetween transnationalism and nation-based forms of membership, I juxtapose the U.S. immigration history of Salvadoransand the
celebrationof Americanization,choice, and nation-building
that characterizedmass naturalizationceremonies held in
Los Angeles in 1996 and 1997. Many Salvadoranswanted to
naturalizebut, in part because of the adoption of more restrictive policies in 1996, were not eligible to do so. These
two contexts are interlinked in numerous ways. Salvadorans-among whom I have been doing fieldworksince
the mid-1980s began entering the United States in large
numbers following the onset of the Salvadorancivil war in
1980.A relativelyrecent and initiallylargelyundocumented
immigrant group, Salvadoransexperienced the difficulties
of living in the United States without legal status or with
temporarylegal status (for instance, permission to remain
in the country while an asylum application was pending).
These migrants'experiences of exclusion led many to desire
not only legal permanent residency but also naturalization,
as a means of guaranteeingtheir rightsin the United States,
securing the abilityto travelinternationally(particularly,to
reenterthe United Statesif they left), acquiringa greaterpo-

liticalvoice, and improvingtheir abilityto petition forthe legalization or immigration of family members. During the
mid-199Os, Salvadoran community organizations in the
United States therefore promoted naturalizationand voter
registrationon the part of eligible immigrants.Immigrants'
anxiety over their legal rights an anxiety that was widespread duringthe mid-199Osbecause of CaliforniaProposition 187 and IIRIRA fueled these naturalizationdrivesand
was one factor leading to record numbers of naturalization
applicants during that period. Despite the political context,
the naturalizationceremonies that actuallyproduced large
numbers of new citizens during that time attributednaturalization to immigrants' desire for Americanization,their
choice of the United States over their country of origin, and
the need of the United States to be renewed through immigrants'enthusiasmand "newblood.'lExaminingthe rhetoric
of the ceremonies thereforerevealsthe disconnect between
the assumption that naturalizationis about Americanization, choice, and nation-building and the broader context
that led immigrants to naturalize in large numbers and
that also prevented some would-be citizens from naturalizing.
By juxtaposingSalvadorans'strugglesfor U.S. residency
with the rhetoricof mass naturalizationceremonies, this article makes three contributionsto analyzingthe disjuncture
between transmigration(Schilleret al. 1995) and national
membership. First, though they seem incommensurable,
national forms of membership can be put in service of transnational goals. Thus, Salvadoran activists' promotion of
naturalizationand voter registrationsought not only to increase Latinos'politicalclout in the United Statesbut also to
affect U.S. immigration policies in ways that would aid E1
Salvador.Moreover, given the trends toward dollarization
and dual nationality in Latin America and increasing dependency on migrantlaborin the United States (Porteset al.
1999), naturalization can be a way of furthering international integrationratherthan merely transferringmigrants'
allegiancefrom one nation to another.Second, this juxtaposition suggests that immigrants'full legal inclusion is limited by the forms of personhood that citizen-subjects can
recognizably assume. Naturalizationceremonies celebrate
the creation and incorporation of new citizen-subjects,
but these subjects are created by (ritually) erasing histories and rendering difference generic. Such moves may
contradict both migrants' understandings of their own
identities and the ethnicity- and nationality-based organizing that promotes (and seeks to benefit from) naturalization. Third, although it presumes the sovereignty and
choice-making capacity of both the naturalizing subject
and the nation-state that naturalizes, naturalization can
be linked to a lack of alternatives and to interdependency.
Thus, individuals may naturalize not only out of a desire
to become Americans but also because they feel that, as
noncitizens, their rights are in jeopardy. As this article will
509
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demonstrate, although the disjuncture between nationbased forms of membership and transnationallinkages is
profound,there are also ways in which each of these cultural
logics serves or is redefinedby the other.
My analysis begins with the case of Salvadoranimmigrants, focusing on how the politics of immigrationreform
prioritized and defined naturalizationfor some would-be
citizens. Next, I examine the ritualand rhetoricof naturalization ceremonies, identifying disjunctures between the
broadercontext that fueled the celebrationof naturalization
in the mid-199Osand the models of subjecthood, nationhood, and citizen-state relations that were rituallyenacted
as new citizens were produced. Finally,I reexamine these
disjunctures,linkingmy analysis of the case of Salvadorans
and the rhetoric of naturalizationceremonies to the literature on the gap between national memberships and global
interconnections.Thisreexaminationrevealsthat, although
the logics of national membership and of global interdependencies are at odds, transnationalinterconnections can
promote and be furtheredby individuals'placement in the
very national membership categories that deny these interconnections.

Migrationand exclusion: The case of Salvadorans
Migrationfrom E1Salvadorto the United States is a good example of both the ways that globalforces compel movement
and the ways that nation-based categoriesrestrictmembership. Migrationbetween E1Salvadorand the United States is
embedded in geopolitical, economic, and socioculturalties
between the two countries. Perhapsthe most significant of
these ties is U.S. support for the Salvadorangovernment
during the 1980-92 Salvadorancivil war. During the 1980s,
the Reagan administrationdefined the conflict in E1Salvador as part of a broaderstrugglebetween communism and
democracy and provided over $1 million a day to assist Salvadoran forces in their fight against guerrilla insurgents.
Some observers attribute the prolongation of this conflict,
which soon reached a militarystalemate, precisely to U.S.
support. By 1985, political violence had displaced 27 percent of the Salvadoranpopulation (Kaye1997), and reports
published during the mid- to late 1980s estimated the Salvadoran population in the United States at 500,000 to
800,000 (Aguayoand Fagen 1988;Ruggles et al. 1985), and
even as high as one million (Montes Mozo and Garcia
Vasquez 1988). In addition to militarysupport, investment
and development aid from the United States to E1Salvador
has been extensive (Hamilton and Chinchilla 1991). As
SaskiaSassen (1989)has pointed out, investment and development aid facilitatemigrationby displacing workersfrom
their traditional occupations, paving the way for ties between potential migrantsand potential employers (e.g.,U.S.
managerswho might seek nannies or other workers)and familiarizingworkerswith the countryfromwhich investment
5l0

or development aid originates. Such ties have also forged
strong social and culturalconnections between the United
States and E1Salvador.In short, geopolitical concerns, capital flows, the transnationalizationof labor markets,cultural
diffusion, and social interconnections have contributed to
migrationfrom E1Salvadorto the United States.
Migrationbetween E1Salvadorand the United States
also exemplifies the gap between global forces that compel
movement and nation-based categories that restrictmembership. Althoughtheir movements are embedded in processes that transcendnationalboundaries,Salvadoranimmigrants have been treated by the U.S. government as
members of a single nation E1Salvador and thereforeregarded as aliens. Because of the difficultiesof obtaining visas, most Salvadoranswho immigratedto the United States
during the war years did so without the permission of the
U.S. govemment. The ReaganadministrationdeElnedthese
migrantsas deportableeconomic immigrantsratherthan as
persecution victims who deserved asylum in the United
States. In 1986, only 2.6 percent of the asylum applications
filed by Salvadoranswere approved, in contrast to higher
approvalrates for applicants fleeing communist countries.2
By the early l990s, continued human rightsabuses in E1Salvador and the American Baptist Churches v. Thornburgh
(ABC)lawsuit,which chargedthat the U.S. government discriminated against Salvadoran and Guatemalan asylum
seekers, garneredSalvadoransthe rightto apply for asylum
under special rules and 18 months of TemporaryProtected
Status (TPS),followed by severalyears of DeferredEnforced
Departure Status (DED). These temporary statuses, however, did not permit recipients to leave and reenter the
United States (without first obtaining special authorization
from the INS), become legal permanent residents, naturalize, or petition for relativesto immigrate.In the mid-199Os,
restrictionistsentiment in the United States grew, producing IIRIRA,which made legalization more difElcultfor undocumented immigrants.3The approximately300 thousand
Salvadoransand Guatemalanswho had applied for political
asylum through the ABCsettlement agreement found that
they were not only unlikely to obtain asylum (because of
peace accords that ended civil conflict in both countries)
but other avenues of legalizationalso were closed or greatly
restricted.In 1997,Congresspassed the NicaraguanAdjustment and CentralAmericanReliefAct (NACARA),
which restored these migrants' eligibility for a form of legalization
known as suspension of deportation.4Nonetheless, according to one estimate from the INS asylum division, it could
take as long as 20 years to adjudicateall of the applications
for U.S. residency under NACARA.In the meantime, these
applicants are still aliens who lack permanent membership
in the U.S. polity.
Their experiences of transnationalmigration and legal
exclusion have shaped Salvadoranimmigrants' senses of
their actual and desired positioning within the United
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States. My description of their understandings is based on
fieldworkconducted in LosAngeles betaveen1995and 1997,
a period when restrictionist sentiment peaked and immigration reform was implemented. Fieldwork entailed observing the legal services programs of three major Central
Arnericancommunity organizationsin LosAngeles, attending some 129proceedings in U.S. immigrationcourt,following Salvadoranimmigrants'campaigns for legal permanent
residency, and interviewing90 legal service providers,community activists, and CentralAmericans with pending legalization claims. Here I draw on interviewswith members
of the latter two groups. The activists were predominantly
Salvadoranswho had supported popular strugglesin E1Salvador, immigratedduring the civil war, and participatedin
solidarityworkin the United States.Most activistswere legal
permanent residents or naturalized U.S. citizens; a few of
the younger activistswere U.S.-bornSalvadorancollege students. Most of the activistsalso were men, although I made
a point of seeking interviewswith Salvadoranwomen who
had assumed leadershiproles in the solidaritymovement or
in advocacy work on behalf of Central American immigrants. I met CentralAmericans with pending legalization
claims through community organizationsand through several immigration attorneys who worked for nonprofit organizations. Most of these interviewees had immigratedto
the United States during the civil war and had applied for
political asylum through the ABCsettlement agreement. A
few had immigrated too late to qualify for the ABC settlement or had missed application deadlines. Some interviewees with pending cases had sympathizedwith the left during
the civilwar, a fewwith the right,and most with neither side
in the conflict. My sample of individuals with pending legalizationclaims was fairlyevenly dividedbetween men and
women; most did low-income work in construction, childcare, housecleaning, the garment sector, and the service industry.
Regardlessof their priorpoliticalafliliations,Salvadoran
interviewees feared that they would never be regarded as
full members of the U.S. polity. Citingthe passage of California Proposition 187 and widespread anti-immigrantsentiment, interviewees complained that Latinos were being
blamed for social problems that were not of their making.
To illustratethe obstacles that Latinosfaced in securing acceptance, several interviewees told me of a local mayor
whose Hispanic appearanceand dilapidatedvehiclehad led
INS officials to conclude that he was an illegal alien. Interviewees linked immigration and racial discrimination to
economic marginalization,noting that immigrantsand Latinos (categories that they saw as interconnected) took the
lowest paying and least desirable jobs. Interviewees who
had held professionalpositions in E1Salvadordescribedthe
economic deprivation they had suffered on immigrating.
GregorioOrozco, who had been a professor in E1Salvador
and who, at the time of our interview,worked as a janitorin

Los Angeles, saw marginalizationas spatialized along class
and raciallines. DescribingLatinosas "second-classcitizens,"
Gregoriocriticizedthe overcrowdingand disrepairof buses
and other public services in his neighborhood of North Hollywood, as compared with Beverly Hills. Overwhelmingly,
interviewees characterizedrestrictiveimmigration policies
and anti-immigrantsentiment as directed against minorities in generalratherthan immigrantsin particular.
Although they feared that it might not secure their Sll
inclusion in the United States, interviewees saw naturalization as potentially strengthening their ties with their communities of origin. Thus, paradoxically, naturalization,
which is accomplished by formally renouncing ties to another state, can reinforce transnationalconnections. Interviewees most of whom stated that they would like to naturalize, if permitted to do so said that they wanted U.S.
citizenship to gain the freedom to travelinternationally,the
ability to petition for undocumented relatives, the right to
vote, and better retirementbenefits. Some pointed out that,
as legal residents or U.S. citizens, they would be better connected to families and communities abroadthan they were
as asylum applicants who jeopardized their applications if
they left the United States. One asylum applicant stated,
"Theday that I receive [legalpermanent residency] papers,
that very day, I'm catching a plane to go to E1Salvadoragain.
It's been 11 years since I've seen my parents."Few interviewees saw legalization primarilyas choosing the United
States over E1Salvador.Even those who saw their futuresin
the United States depicted this vision as a de facto reality
rather than as an overt choice. For instance, one ABCasylum applicanttold me, "Ithinkthat if I have been livinghere
for 12 years, I work here, I pay my taxes, then I live here. I
don't have anythingto do with E1Salvador.I have to do with
here, where I work,with this country."
Moreover and consistent with the globalizationliterature's emphasis on the forces that compel movement
most interviewees suggested that they had had no alternative but to immigrateand then to seek permanent residency
and U.S. citizenship. Giventhe violence and economic devastation of the Salvadorancivil war, it is not surprisingthat
many interviewees characterizedmigration as a necessity.
One activist,for example, insisted, "We[Salvadorans]didn't
want to be here just because we want to, [because]we love
the United States, or just because you can go to Disneyland.
. . . So you came here for a necessity. Either,you leave your
country, or you're going to be one of the statistics of the
deaths."Interviewees also stated that the difficultiesof living without papers had made them applyfor TPSand political asylum.5One asylum applicant, for example, explained
why he had applied for TPS instead of remaining undocumented: "Itwas not a question of choosing or not choosing,
it was something that had to be done. Because one couldn't
be hidden forever."Both activists and nonactivists noted
that the more restrictive immigration policies adopted in
511
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1996 had sharpened distinctions between U.S. citizens and
legal permanent residents and had made naturalization
necessary to safeguardlegal rights.As one Salvadoranasylum applicantput it, "Theway thingsare going, in the future,
the [legalpermanent]residentswill be treatedlike illegals."
Although naturalizationhas largelybeen construed legallyas a transferof allegiance,interviewees'descriptionsof
their relationshipsto the United Statesand to E1Salvadorarticulated an additiloe
model of citizenship.Accordingto this
model, national membership is not exclusive, individuals
can acquire multiple citizenships, and these multiple ties
can be both meaningful to individuals and manifested
through social practices and relations.Thus, as they sought
to acquirepermanentresidencyand citizenshipin the United
States, many interviewees (but not all see above and see
Mahler 1998) also maintained an identificationwith E1Salvador. One member of a Salvadoranorganization that is
promoting citizenship and civic participationcommented,
"Becomingcitizens, we don't lose anything.We remain Salvadoran at heart." Such comments depicted legal citizenship as a formalitythat could leave other measures of membership and identity untouched. Intervieweessuggested, for
example, that regardless of legal citizenship, "Salvadoranness" was an immutable fact of nature, conferred by birth
on Salvadoransoil, relationshipto Salvadoranfamilymembers, and having Salvadoranblood.6One young man (who
was a naturalizedU.S.citizen)told me, "ASalvadoranis born,
not made. Being Salvadoranis your culture, your family,
your grandmotherwho is still in E1Salvadorand who writes
all the time." These comments suggest that interviewees,
many of whom hoped one day to naturalize,saw U.S. citizenship as addingto ratherthan replacingtheir national allegiances. In fact, E1Salvadorpermits dual citizenship, so
naturalizationdoes not strip Salvadoransof their formerallegiance although not all intervieweeswere awarethat this
is the case. Such dual (or multiple) identities and affiliations
are common among recent immigrants,who, regardless of
their geographic mobility (Popkin 1999), orient their lives
around multiple local and national realities (Goldring1998;
Guarnizo1997, 1998;Schillerand Fouron 1999;Smith 1998).
To obtain permanent residency, counter restrictionist
immigration policies, and promote the well-being of their
families and communities in E1Salvador,Salvadoranimmigrant community organizations promoted naturalization,
voter registration,and alliances with other ethnicity- and
nationality-basedgroups in the United States.At numerous
meetings of community organizations in 1996 and 1997, I
heard activistsurge CentralAmericansto encourage eligible
relativesto apply for naturalization.At a meeting with ABC
class members in 1996, a staff member of the Association
of Salvadorans of Los Angeles (ASOSAL)explained this
strategy. The speaker told those present that "20,000people became citizens here in Los Angeles last month" and
that individualsfrom ASOSALhad gone to the swearing-in
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ceremonies to registerthe new citizens to vote. He stressed,
"Wecan't vote because we aren't citizens yet, but this is a
way for us to register our opinions and to increase our impact."7The staff member noted that one of the people who
went along to register voters had never applied for TPS or
DEDand "didn'thave a single paper, not even a social security card. But, by registeringvoters, this person had an impact." Another ASOSAL staff member reinforced the
speaker's analysis, commenting, "We need Salvadorans
who are citizens. Those who are citizens are key to our efforts."
As they promoted naturalizationand voter registration,
CentralAmerican community groups also engaged in ethnicity- and nationality-basedorganizing.Several organizations, for example, floated the idea of askingthe LosAngeles
City Council to name a particularneighborhood in Los Angeles LittleE1Salvadoror LittleCentralAmerica.LikeKorea
Town, Chinatown, and Little Tokyo, such an ethnicization
or nationalization of public space would legitimize Central
Arnericans'claims to local and thus legal residency.Sirnilarly,some community organizationshave sought to institutionalize the annual CentralAmerican Independence Day
parade. LikeTake Back the Night marches or Catholic and
Protestant processions in Belfast (Feldman 1991), parades
can claim both territoryand time. Both of these claims are
explicit in an ASOSALstaff member's description of the
CentralAmerican parade: "[Mexico]'sindependence is on
the 16th,and onlythe CentralAmericancountries are on the
15th.And in East L.A.[the Mexican community], they focus
on that date, and on this side, where the CentralAmerican
community supposedly is, we focus on the 15th."Similarly,
another activist stressed the importance of "institutionaliz[ing] certain dates for our community.... Within a few
years it would be good if there were a couple of days that
were recognized in the city as 'Days of So-and-So.' So that
we can succeed getting these celebrated in the schools and
elsewhere."In fact, because of the effortsof a new organization, the SalvadoranAmericanNationalAssociation (SANA),
the L.A.City Council has declared August 6, el dia del salvadoreno, SalvadoranDay. Activists also sought to create
Salvadoranvoting blocks and to identify Salvadoranswho
could run for public office.
Securing immigration beneEltsfor the U.S. Salvadoran
population was, at least in part, a transnational political
strategy.Claimsto space, presence, and membership rights
not only sought to increaseCentralAmericans'politicalclout
in the United Statesbut also to affectE1Salvador.Duringthe
1980s, Salvadorans sought refugee status in the United
States both as a means of preventing deportations and to
obtain U.S. recognition of human rights abuses being committed in E1Salvador.Activistshoped that such recognition
would make it difficultfor the U.S. government to send assistance to the Salvadorangovernment and that, without
such assistance, the warwould end with either a negotiated
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settlement or a guerrillavictory.Afterthe signing of peace
accords, community activists continued to seek legal residency, but as immigrants ratherthan as refugees. Activists
arguedthat permanent residencywould preventpotentially
destabilizingmass deportations and permit Salvadoransto
continue to support their family members and home communities by working in the United States. This argument
was made not only by Salvadoranactivists but also and
perhaps more remarkably-by Salvadoran officials. Well
aware of the economic significance of the U.S. Salvadoran
population, which in 2000 sent $1.7 billion in remittancesto
El Salvador,Salvadoranofficials have also urged U.S. officials to grant permanent residency to Salvadoran immigrants and have encouraged Salvadoransto take advantage
of legalizationopportunitiessuch as ABCand NACARA.
The immigrationstrategiespursued by Salvadoranimmigrants, activists, and officials are far from unique. Researchers have noted that discriminationhas led migrants
to identify with their countries of both residence and origin
(Goldring1998;Schillerand Fouron 1999) and to naturalize
as a means of securing rightsin the United States (Guarnizo
1998). Like that of El Salvador,the governments of other
countries of emigration (such as Mexico, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic)have encouragedtheir citizens to legalize
in the United States (Foner 1997;Guarnizo 1997) and have
lobbied the U.S. government for immigration benefits for
their citizens (Popkin1999).At the same time, these governments have redefined citizenship in ways that permit their
citizens to have dual or multiple allegiances and have developed policies and programsto incorporateemigres into national life "at home" (Goldring1998; Guarnizo 1997,1998;
Guarnizoand Smith 1998;Landoltet al. 1999;Smith 1998).
The prevalenceof such strategiessuggeststhat sendingstates
are defining emigres as resources that can provide much
needed infusionsof U.S.dollarsand can sometimes influence
U.S. policies vis-a-vis their countries of origin (Guarnizo
1998).These processes, which, accordingto some scholars,
make states transterritorial(Goldring1998;Guarnizo 1998;
Schillerand Fouron 1999;Smith 1998),have given naturalization new meanings. Ratherthan signalinga clean breakin
allegiance from one country to another, naturalizationcan
add a national affiliationto preexisting ones, preserve migrants'abilitiesto remit,and give sending countries a voting
constituency through which to influence U.S. policy makers. Whythen, did naturalizationbecome a nationalpriority
in the United States even as restrictiveimmigration measures were being adopted?Whatdoes naturalizationmean to
the receivingnation?

Naturalization as a national priority
In the mid-199Os,a number of factors converged to make
naturalizationa priorityin the United States. First,by mid1995, most of the 2.7 million individuals who legalized

through IRCAhad completed the five-year residency requirement that made them eligible for citizenship (Paral
1995). Second, restrictive immigration measures, such as
IIRIRAand other reformsthat limited noncitizens' access to
public benefits may have spurredthe naturalizationof immigrantswho otherwisewould have remained legal permanent residents (Paral1995;Sanchez 1997).8Third,community organizations around the United States promoted
naturalizationthrough drives that included lessons on civics, assistance in completing applications, and preparation
for examinations and interviews (ImmigrantPolicy Project
of the State and Local Coalition on Immigration 1996).
Fourth,the Mexicangovernmentconsidered and eventually
adopted constitutionalchanges that permitted dual nationality (Guarnizo1998). This development encouraged Mexican immigrants, who have traditionally naturalized at
lower-than-averagerates,to applyforU.S. citizenship.Fifth,
in 1992, the INS instituted a green card replacement program.Some green cardholders may have chosen to naturalize rather than to replace their green cards (Immigration
and NaturalizationService1999).
By 1995, the INS was facing a processing backlog of
700,000 naturalizationapplications (ImmigrantPolicy Project of the State and Local Coalition on Immigration 1996),
and applicants were experiencing waits of six months to
more than a year between submittingtheir applicationsand
taking the oath of allegiance (see also NatzNews 1998).Immigrant rights groups complained that the INS was directing too many of its resourcesto borderenforcement and too
few to naturalization.In response to these pressures, President Clintonlaunched CitizenshipUSA,an effortto naturalize one million citizens in 1996.As partof this effort,the INS
streamlined its naturalizationprocedures, exempting certain elderly legal permanent residents from English language tests, holding citizenship interviews at community
organizations'offices, and generallypromoting naturalization. This naturalizationdrive was successful, as 1,044,689
individualswere naturalizedduring 1996. In contrast, during the previous five years, the averagenumber of individuals naturalized per year was 357,037 (Immigration and
NaturalizationService 1999). The naturalizationdrive was
not uncontroversial,however. RepublicanPartyleaders accused Clinton of simply trying to create more Democratic
voters before the November 1996 presidential election. Errors in the processing of applications such as its failureto
review the criminal records of all naturalization applicants led the INS to reexamine its procedures, limit the
entities authorizedto fingerprintindividualsfilingINSforms,
and revoke some new citizens' naturalization (Wilgoren
1998). Community organizationscame under fire for allegedly completing and mailing in voter registrationcards for
individualswho had not yet naturalized.The 1996 election
of LorettaSanchez to the U.S. House of Representativeswas
(unsuccessfully) challenged by her opponent, Robert
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Dornan, on the grounds that some of the votes Sanchez receivedwere cast by immigrantswho were not yet naturalized.
In 1997,the number of individualsnaturalizeddropped significantly,to 598,225, even though the number of naturalization applications filed in 1997 was 1,412,712, up from
1,277,403in 1996 (Immigrationand NaturalizationService
1999)*

This overview of naturalizationtrends, in conjunction
with the foregoing description of migrants' legalization
strategies,explainswhy naturalizationcame to be a national
priority,albeit a controversialone. It does not convey, however, how the ceremonies that actually produced new citizens addressed the anxieties regarding racial and ethnic
discrimination, migrants'rights, and internationalinterdependency that, in part, fueled these ceremonies. I therefore
turn now to the rhetoricof these ceremonies, noting the remarkableabsence of explicit referenceto the broaderpolitical context in which they occurred. In essence, the issues
that concerned Salvadoranswho desired to naturalize disappeared within the ceremonies themselves. Despite this
absence, the ceremonies' attention to diversity,valorization
of choice, and insistence on the sovereigntyof the receiving
nation suggest that, like Salvadoranimmigrants' struggle
against legal exclusion, these ceremonies were part of
broaderdebates over the meanings of difference, membership, and the nation. The contrastsbetween the logics of belonging put forwardby Salvadoranintervieweesand by U.S.
officials during these ceremonies illustratethe disjuncture
between transnationalmigration and nation-based models
of membership.

Naturalization ceremonies
I first attended a mass naturalizationceremony in February
1996, when Salvadorancommunity activists asked me to
join them outside the Los Angeles Convention Center to
help newly naturalized citizens register to vote.9 In nine
ceremonies takingplace over three days, some 30 thousand
new citizens were naturalized.Imagine the setting. The already clogged freewaysthat converged near downtown Los
Angeles were furthercongested by as many as 5,000 naturalizationapplicants and their family members attempting
to arrivefor an 8:00 a.m. ceremony.Afterparkingin crowded parkingstructures,candidates raced to the proper convention hall, a huge facilityusually used for conferences or
trade expositions, where they lined up at a doorwaylabeled
New Citizens. Security guards checked their appointment
notices and directed accompanying family members to the
visitor section, which was partitionedoff by yellow security
tape. The new citizens were ushered to their seats, where
each found a little U.S. flag and a booklet containing a copy
of the citizenship oath and the U.S. Constitution.The only
decoration in the room was a giant U.S. flag, and the only
signage pointed to the restrooms. Soon, the new citizens
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were directedto turn in their green cards at one of the numbered tables that lined the walls of the room. Meanwhile,
family members in the visitor section strained with video
cameras to glimpse the applicants. This part of the process
took over an hour, as the 2,000-5,000 candidatesfor citizenship filed up to the tables and back to their seats.
Suddenlythe tedium was interruptedby the sound of a
gavel. A court clerk announced, "Please rise, this court is
now in session." A motion to admit the candidates to citizenship was quicklymade by an INS officialand grantedby
a judge, and the new citizens cheered, applauded, and, on
cue, waved their flags. The oath of allegiance was administered, and the judge and an INS officialmade remarks.Any
members of the armed forces who were naturalizingwere
singled out for commendation. The new citizens watched a
video extolling the United States, and an INS official led all
present in singing the national anthem. The clerk led the
new citizens in the pledge of allegiance, and the ceremony
concluded. The visitors were ushered out so that the new
citizens could receive their naturalizationcertificates,after
which they emerged from the convention center to face
well-wishers, vendors hawking souvenirs, and volunteers
carryingclipboardswith voter registrationforms.
During 1996 and 1997, I attended ten such naturalization ceremonies at the L.A. Convention Center. Although
this may appear to be a small sample, these ceremonies
were fairlystandardized,and I found that there were occasions when the same judge officiated and gave the same
speech that he or she had given previously.Six judges presided over these ten ceremonies: a white woman, a Chinese
Americanman, and four white men. One was the son of an
immigrant,another was a naturalizedU.S. citizen, and two
stated that their families had been in the United States since
the signing of the U.S. Constitution.As rituals, these ceremonies-like the term naturalization (Anderson1983:145)were remarkable.They fluctuated between the tedium of
bureaucratic processing and the mysticism of a religious
conversion.To examine how these ritesproduced citizensand the nation I turn now to the rhetoric of the ceremonies themselves. I focus on (1) how ceremonies tried to create similarity out of difference; (2) ways that ceremonies
contrasted "birth"and "choice"as two methods of becoming American;and (3) how ceremonies configured nations
as members of an international community. These three
problematics emerged as central themes within the ceremonies and also are germane to broader debates over the
degree to which immigrantsassimilate,the bases for conferring citizenship, and the relationshipbetween immigration
and national sovereignty.
Ident7tyanddifference
One focus of naturalizationceremonies was the meaning of
diversity. Diversity is linked to the disjuncture between
transnationalism and the nation-state in that, if migrants
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are transnational beings as Salvadoran interviewees asserted then presumably they maintain some degree of
foreignness,adding U.S. nationalityto their preexistingallegiances. On the other hand, state-based categories of membership have traditionallybeen assumed to be exclusive,
and in the United States,"difference"has takenthe form of a
private ethnic affiliationratherthan a public national one.
According to Greenhouse, negotiating the public and private meanings of differencerequires
the mythicizationof identities-for example,ethnic and
racialidentities as categoricalpersonificationsof "difference." This mythic operation, which in the United
Statesmakes key differencesgeneric, and generic in the
same way, is what makes a construction such as "the
melting pot" (for example) conceivable. [1996:217;see
also Chock 1995]
Applyingthis insight to the conferralof citizenship through
law ratherthan throughbirthsuggests that in these ceremonies naturalization privatized, homogenized, and tamed
what might otherwisebe characterizedas disruptiveforeign
differences and thus created generic public citizens (see
also Asad 1990; Gilroy 1987). In other words, naturalization in the United States, at least-is simultaneously a ritual denaturalization,a stripping away of the public, legal
characterof difference defined as membership in a foreign
state. Such denaturalizationreconstitutes differenceas private and thereforeas a source of commonality or something
that everyone has. Naturalizingdifferencemakes it possible
for foreignersto acquirenew and equivalentlegal personae.
Officials at these ceremonies frequently remarked on
the diversityof the new citizens. For example, scanning the
crowd,one judge commented, "Isee that many of you come
from so many different countries around the world."This
remarksuggested that differenceis transparent,something
that can be read or seen by any observer.In contrast,an INS
officialwho addressed those assembled described diversity
through statistics, stating, "You represent 123 nations
throughout the world. This is the testimony to the diversity
of our nation, and especially the Los Angeles area. That's
when you consider that there's approximatelyone hundred
eighty-eight countries throughoutthe world You represent
over three-fourthsof the nations."This official's use of the
term representwas significant. This term suggested both
that protocitizens'public personae were linked to their citizenship and that the nations that were represented (threefourths of the world) were convinced of the superiorityof
the United States, an idea that will be explored furtherbelow.
Diversityand differenceseemed to be a source of anxiety to some officials.While givinginstructionsabout how to
turn in green cards,one officialcommented, "TheAmerican
way is to do things in order.If we wanted mob violence, we
wouldn't become citizens."Throughhis use of the term we,

this official seemed to be speaking for the new citizens,
much as a teacher speaks for students (e.g., "Wedon't throw
our pencils on the floor now, do we?").Moreover,given that
these ceremonies occurred only four to five years after the
L.A.riots (see Gooding-Williams1993), references to mob
violence evoked the alleged potential disruptiveness of diversity (see Greenhouse 1996). Echoes of the Rodney King
incident were also clear in the following comment from a
judge: "Today,we have, right here in southern California,
one of the most important challenges that this country has
ever had. And that is, how do we get along?"Commenting
that "southernCaliforniais so differentfrom when I was a
boy,"the same judge noted that the second largest population group of many nations was found in LosAngeles rather
than in the territoriesof those nations. By drawingattention
to the diversificationof Los Angeles ratherthan the Americanization of immigrants,this judge implied that the United
States might be colonized instead of colonizer. Urging the
new citizens to "lovetheir differences,"this judge depicted
southern Californiaas the experiment on which the fate of
the world depended: "If we cannot live here in southern
California,the world is never going to progress. It will continue in its old ways, and civilization will never raise its
[standards]."
Given such anxiety about the potential disruptiveness
of diversity, one task of naturalizationceremonies was to
make difference a source of unity. To accomplish this task,
officials told immigrants who had formerly "represented"
their nations that their public allegiance was now to the
United States.Differences which officialslisted as consisting of language, culture, and foods were relegatedto a domestic sphere,to be rememberedand passed on to children.
Once in the privatesphere, these differenceswere homogenized and made part of both familialand national heritages.
For example, one judge told the new citizens that when a
Muslim immigranthad marriedhis daughter,it had added
to his family's traditions. The judge then jumped from his
familyto the nation, stating,"[Thisis] just another extension
of what we're doing here today. We'rebringingnew people,
we're bringing new strengths.We're gonna blend them together."As heritages,differences became a source of unity.
One judge explained that everyone has "anAmericanstory.
They'reall interesting,they're all different.... [But]each illustrates the same principle." The unifying principle of
these stories,the judge elaborated,is "whywe came."By defining new citizens accordingto their allegedly unified motive for immigrating- namely, the search for a better lifeillstead of their different national origins, naturalization
ceremonies erased both difference and history. Such erasures were explicitin judges' comments. To give but one example: "Wouldit make any differencewhether they [myancestors] came from Vietnam, from Japan, or from Mexico,
Canada,Yugoslavia?I don't see why. They'reall Americans.
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. . . It doesn't matter where they come [from],it does not
matterwhen. "
Erasing difference and history made it possible for
judges to define the public sphere as an arena of equality.
Judgesevoked not only RodneyKingbut also MartinLuther
KingJr.One judge, for example, predicted that the children
of immigrantswould "seek a world in which nobody cares
what nation you are, nobody careswhat your religionis, nobody cares what your skin color is, nobody cares about
those things. What they care about is what kind of person
you are."Of course, the very necessity of such a quest suggested that, in fact, public life was not characterized by
equality. A judge raised this possibility by telling the new
citizens two anecdotes from his childhood that were related
to discrimination. The first anecdote described how the
judge's parents had punished the judge's brotherfor showing disrespect to an AfricanAmericanman who was a trash
collector,and the second recounted how the judge's parents
had reprimandedthe judge himself for failing to intervene
when other boys wrote the letter "J"on the vehicle of a Japanese American man during WorldWar II. The judge used
these anecdotes not to warn new citizens that they might
encounter discrimination but, rather, to demonstrate that
the United States values equality.Throughsuch anecdotes,
judges invokedthe constructof the citizen who is "equalbefore the law"(Collieret al. 1995)and thereforelegallyidentical to everyother citizen. Officialsat naturalizationceremonies depicted such public equality or sameness as a means
of overcoming divisiveness. One INS official, for example,
told the new citizens, "Youare a unit of new citizens. Take
that unity back to the community.''l°
The emphasis of naturalizationceremonies on public
equality defined citizenship as generic a claim that contrasts sharplywith Salvadoraninterviewees'fears that they
would never be regardedas fullyAmerican.Judgesand ofElcials stated, for example, that one person's citizenship was
interchangeablewith that of another. For instance, officials
assumed the authority to speak for the U.S. citizenry as a
whole, saying, "On behalf of the citizens, I congratulate
you." Officialsalso implied, throughthe use of terms such as
we andfellow citizens,that their own citizenship was no different from that of the new citizens. Immediately after administeringthe oath, one judge told the new citizens who
had previously been characterizedby diversito
take a
moment to "congratulateeach other, your neighboringcitizens!"Difference had been made alike through naturalization. The generic nature of this likeness was made clear by
one judge's attempt to overcome the impersonality of the
mass ceremony. Statingthat he wished he could greet every
new citizen individually,he told his audience that if one of
them ever met him in the street after the ceremony, that
person should walk up to him and say, "Hellocitizen!"The
term citizenwould be sufficientto name both the judge and
the person the judge had naturalized.Anotherjudge ritually
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created generic citizenship by having all of the new citizens
yell out the names of their places of origin on the count of
three.When this produced an unintelligibleshout, the judge
explained, "Thatlittle exercise illustrates a point, and that
point is that no one person was able to outshout the other.
And when you shout out your names in unison, it all
blended in. And that's what America is all about." As the
public voice of the new citizens is blended and renderedhomogeneous, it is only in private (whereno one else is shouting) that differencescan be articulated.
Officials at naturalization ceremonies depicted the
transfortnationof national diversityinto generic citizenship
as a quasi-mystical experience. The new citizens, judges
suggested, were united by a feeling, a unique sensation, almost a spirit.One judge, who was himself a naturalizedcitizen, described this feeling as follows:"Ifelt from the outset,
as I believe you feel, that unique sensation of freedom upon
the taking of the oath. I saw, as I believe you will see in succeedingyears, that the promise of Americais not empty. It is
real, it is vibrant, it is challenging. It reaches out and embraces you all."The transformationfrom legal permanent
resident to citizen, in other words, had been animated by a
spirit: the promise of America. Officials'remarks emphasized the transformativenature of naturalization ceremonies. Now that the new citizens had partakenof this spirit,
they were rebornand could proselytizeto others. One judge
recommended that the new citizens "continuethis feeling,
to foster it to your children and your friends."Such references to a mysterious feeling experienced during naturalization suggested a conversion, a sense of Americanness,
and a spiritthat united all present with each other, offlcials,
and other citizens. Judges frequently referredto new citizens' presumed high emotions (e.g., "Youought to be very,
very happy, very emotional now"). Officials also expected
the new citizens to remember the date of their naturalization, much as one remembers a birth date. One official invited the new citizens to "imagine,if you will, howyour lives
will be changed by your new citizenship." The most concrete example of this change that officials could provide,
however,was that with citizenship, those present could vote
and serve on juries.ll To understand officials'references to
the spiritthat allegedlyunites new citizens, it is necessaryto
examine how officials contrasted citizens by choice with
citizens by birth.
Blood and choice

Likediversity,choice is central both to naturalizationceremonies and to the disjuncture between transnationalism
and nation-based membership categories.The literatureon
globalization emphasizes the structuresin which migrants
are situated and tends to depict migrants "as passive subjects, coerced by states and marginalized by markets"
(Smith 1998:201).AlthoughSalvadoraninterviewees did not
depict themselves as passive, these migrantsdid emphasize
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that, because of political and economic difElcultiesin their
countries of origin and legal restrictions in the United
States, they had no alternativebut to migrateand then seek
legal status. In contrast,the abilityto make choices is central
to naturalizationas a legal process. Choices that are coerced
rather than freely taken are not legal, and the citizenship
oath itself concludes "I take this obligation freely, without
any mental reservation or purpose of evasion, so help me
God." Defining new citizens as people who can choose
makes it possible to recognize them as subjects of liberallaw
who have the capacity to realize their human potential
through the rights and protections afforded by national
membership (Collieret al. 1995). Ceremonies'emphasis on
choice also speaks to mid-199Osdebates over measures of
worthiness. Advocates of restrictiveimmigration measures
arguedthat migrantsexhibitedillegitimateforms of agerlcy,
that migrant women, for example, sneaked across the
U.S.-Mexicoborderto have U.S.-citizenchildrenand collect
welfare (see Perea 1997).Some also questioned whether the
mere fact of being born on U.S. soil made the children produced through "illegitimate"agency deserving of U.S. citizenship (see Chock 1999). In contrast, by emphasizing the
mutuality of choice (new citizens and the nation choose
each other), naturalizationceremonies suggested that the
naturalizing citizens had demonstrated their worthiness
and that, far from compromising national sovereignty, incorporatingthe deservingreinvigoratedthe nation.
During ceremonies, officials emphasized that naturalized citizens were both equivalentto and differentfrom citizens by birth.Citizens'equivalencyderivedfrom their common generic citizenship. Officialsstated, for example, that
there was "only one class of citizens" and that those who
spoke English with an accent were no less American than
other citizens. Their difference lay in the means by which
each had acquired citizenship. One judge used the analogy
of adoption to explain this distinction: "I compare this to,
perhaps, a child born in a family, a child by birthrightis
within the family.Then there are those childrenwho are as a
matter of course outside the family, but adopted into the
family.... You are the adoptees of this country, and this
country has adopted you. You really have adopted this
country.''l2Officials left no doubt in new citizens' minds
about whether adopting or being born into U.S. citizenship
was superior.Onejudge, who stated that it is the naturalized
citizens who were held in the "highestesteem," explained,
"We[citizensby birth]do not have to do anything,we do not
have to make a decision. However,you have made a choice.
. . . You made an active choice to give up your citizenship of
birth and to join us.''l3The fact that they had to make this
choice, officials suggested, meant that the new citizens
would not take their citizenship for granted:"Youchose to
come here. So when you compare myself to yourself,for all
those citizens who were born here. We were given that
birthright.We take everythingfor granted."In contrast,offi-

cials explained,new citizens were filledwith "theimmigrant
spirit"that made them "totallydifferentfrom those people
who remained here for years and years and years and forgot."New citizens were therefore,accordingto officials,the
most authenticAmericans "muchmoreAmerican,"as one
judge put it in that their lives encapsulated the history of
the nation.
In valorizingchoice,officialsalso indicatedthat to naturalize, those who chose U.S. citizenship had to first be
judged and found deserving.In other words, naturalization
gave not only immigrantsbut also the nation a choice in allocating citizenship. Judges frequentlypraised naturalizing
immigrantsfor having traveled distances, overcome obstacles, and made sacrifices. Such comments deflned citizenship as a rewardthat immigrantsearned, in contrast to the
gift that the native-bornreceived regardlessof their worthiness.l4 The example set by individualswho had earned citizenship allowed officials to reaffirmthe United States as a
land of opportunityin which dreams could be fulfilled.Stories of the self-made man (and at the ceremonies I attended,
it was always a man) abounded during these proceedings.
Judges recounted their own family members' immigration
experiences, such as an immigrant coming to the United
Stateswith nothing and laterbecoming a professorat an Ivy
Leagueuniversity,or a fatherwho came to the United States
with nothing, sold fruit in the streets for a living (a practice
that has now been criminalized see Rocco 1997:119),and
launched nine childrenon successful careers.One judge explained the lessons of such stories:"Noone inAmericais going to tell you artificiallywhatyour utmost achievement can
be. We are empowered to defeat naysayerswho saywe can't
do it. Because we can. We can, because we areAmericans.In
America, that old saying, 'The sky's the limit,' is truer now
than ever." Amidst such celebrations of opportunity and
self-sufficiency,however, appearedveiled warningsagainst
applying for welfare. One judge, for example, admonished
the new citizens to teach their children "tonever ever think
firstof someone else takingcare of them."
By demonstrating their worthiness and choosing to
naturalize,immigrantsreproducedthe historyof the nation.
One judge connected the rebirthof citizens to the rebirthof
the nation, commenting, "Immigrantsmeet the challenge of
this countrywe live in from the day of its birth until today."
Another judge depicted new citizens as a renewing force:
"Wewelcome your fresh appreciationof what citizenship in
this country really means. We welcome your zeal, your
eagerness, and your determination to become good loyal
citizens. You are indeed a stimulating force, which cannot
help but bringa newluster to the image of America."In such
comments, the we of fellow citizens is replaced with a
we-you distinction, according to which the old citizens are
associatedwith a somewhat tarnishedAmericathat the new
citizens can polish. This judge went on to equate immigration with a blood transfusion,stating, "New citizens are the
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new blood of America,and we need it."It is interestingthat
the nation needs immigrants' blood, which presumably
would be foreign. Once naturalized,however, this blood is
seeminglypureror strongerthan nativeblood. Fromwhence
does this need for new blood arise?
A nation of immigrants

The apparentdependence of the United States on continual
transfusions of immigrantblood is, in these ceremonies at
least, connected to the complex claim that the United States
is a nation of immigrants a claim that ignores both forced
immigrants, such as enslaved Africans,and Native Americans, whose "citizenship"has been "reserved."Accordingto
the "nation of immigrants"construct, the erasure of previous public differenceand the choice for the United States
produce a clear-cut shift in new citizens' allegiance.As R. C.
Smith notes,
In the citizenship model, membership in a nation state
and in the national political community are seen to be
coterminous and exclusive; one can be a member of
only one state and nation at a time.... Given this definition of membership in a community, immigration
necessarilyinvolves an "uprooting"(Handlin1951)and
"cleanbreak"with the country of origin. [1998:199]
Cleanbreaksmake naturalizationa rebirthof sorts, giving new citizens a quasi-biologicalconnection to the United
States (Baubock 1994; Stolcke 1997). The infusion of new
citizens' blood, of those who can be self-made men, affirms
that the United States is a land of opportunityand therefore
superior to other nations. As a "nationof immigrants,"the
United States is presumed to be the top choice of deserving
individualswho could have chosen to stay in their country
of origin or to go elsewhere. Accordingto this logic, immigration occurs not because of global interconnections that
compel movement but, rather,because the distinctiveness
of the U.S. way of life draws those who can appreciate the
opportunities offered by this nation. The United States is
thus an experiment,even a model for others, but still simply
one among an arrayof nations that offerpotential migrants
differentoptions.
Judges sometimes treated both naturalizationand the
space of the convention center qua courtroom as metonymic with the nation (see also Coutin 2000).l5One judge,
for instance, commented, "Whatwe have in this room is this
countryitself. This is the United States of Americarighthere
in this room. This is what we have from border to border,
ocean to ocean." In this comment, the space and populace
of the nation were equated with the room and assembly, respectively. This positive rendering of diversity can be read
against another judge's comment that large numbers of
people from many nations reside in southern California.A1though a courtroom and naturalizing citizens could be
equated with the country, such contrasts suggested that
5ll

southern California might be becoming the territory of
other nations. This latter possibility, which resembles the
notion of "trans-territorialization"
put forwardby scholars
of transnationalism,was largelyunremarked,however,given
the celebrationof Arnericanizationthat predominated in
naturalizationceremonies. The spatializationof the courtroom as the nation in certainways paralleledthe spatialization of identitythat permittedand forbadenaturalizationitself. For example, to naturalize, immigrants had to be
physicallypresent in the United States,just as, to naturalize,
candidates for citizenship had to be physically present in
the courtroomwhen the oath was administered."Presence"
was clearly a legal construct, as indicated by an official's
warningthat if the new citizens accidentallysat in the visitor
section duringthe ceremony, theywould not be naturalized
and would have to attend another ceremony to be sworn in.
Officialsconveyed the meaning of the "nation"to the
new citizens in part through a music video that was shown
during the ceremony. The video featured the music of the
Lee Greenwoodcountry-westernsong "GodBlessthe U.SA.,"
accompanied by images of national greatness. The video
began with a shot of a white man (Greenwood?)sitting on a
tractor in the middle of a field and looking pensive, as
Greenwood sang, "Iftomorrow all the things were gone I'd
worked for all my life, and I had to start again with just my
childrenand mywife" (Greenwoodand McLin1993:244) a
situation that was probablynot unusual among immigrants.
The video continued with shots of national monuments,
landscapes (coasts, mountains, prairies, and fields), citiscapes, fighterjets, the U.S. flag, the moon landing, and the
Olympic torch. The only people who appeared and their
appearanceswere brief were astronautson the moon and
disembarkingfrom the space shuttle, the man on the tractor, and Bruce Jennerwinning the decathlon. The near absence of people in the video was striking, given judges'
speeches about the meanings of ethnic and cultural diversity. The U.S. flag was a recurringimage the one that was
planted on the moon was replicated by the small flags that
the new citizens waved and the giant flag that adorned the
wall of the convention center. By celebratingsuch national
achievements as placing people on the moon, winning
world sports competitions, and conquering territory,the
video suggested that new citizens had joined a truly great
nation. Moreover,the lyrics, which celebrate the freedom
that would allow a man who has lost everythingto rebuild
his life, reiteratedthe notions of opportunity and progress
that were explicit in offlcials' speeches. The moon landing,
with the planting of the U.S. flag, evoked continued expansionism, the last frontier.l6
By advocating patriotism, naturalization ceremonies
told immigrantswho to root for in the future.l7The words of
the oath of allegiance depicted naturalizationas transferring new citizens' loyalties exclusively from one nation to
another: "I hereby declare on oath that I absolutely and
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entirelyrenounce and abjureall alleganceand fidelityto any
foreign prince, potentate, state or sovereignty, of whom or
which I have heretofore been a subject or a citizen." Yet
some of the loudest applause in the ceremony occurred
when INS officials enumerated the top five nations represented in the ceremony.When Mexico which was number
one at all of the ceremonies that I attended was announced, the applause grew to a crescendo of loud cheering.l8Such public and national partisanship,much like Salvadoraninterviewees'discussions of citizenship as additive
and naturalization as furthering transnational ties, would
seem to contradictthe "generic"nature of naturalizedcitizenship.
Officialsalso used immigrationitself to suggest that immigrantswere "votingwith their feet" for the United States
over their countries of origin.One judge, for example, commented, "Thiscountryhas all of that [freedom,opportunity]
to offerto its people. And that's why people keep coming to
the gates of our country asking to enter it." In words reminiscent of the AmericanJeremiad(Bellah 1975;Bellah et al.
1985;Bercovitch 1978),judges described the United States
as "abeacon for truth,""thatshining example of democracy
on earth,"and something that "lightsup the earth."These
comments implied that the rest of the world would like to
come to or even be the United States,if only it could. Judges
also connected immigrationto manifest destiny. One judge
credited immigrantswith having spread the country "from
coast to coast," and another instructed citizens, "Youhave
become a citizen of a country that is still growingto the fulfillment of its destiny."These comments linked the growth
of the national populace through immigrationto territorial
growth and national mission. This mission, according to
judges, was "to build a more perfect America.And hopefully, solutions to peace on earth."Naturalizingcitizens and
thus incorporatingand disarmingdifference could be seen
as partof effortsto Americanizepeoples, markets,and territory abroad.One judge urged immigrantsto "beinfectious,
like a disease" in convincing others to emulate the United
States a comment that acknowledgedthe possibility of resistance, however misguided, to Americanization.
Despite lofty rhetoricabout equality,inclusiveness, and
choice, naturalization ceremonies hinted at structures of
state power that deEmedidentity and that might be responsible for record rates of naturalization.In requiring residents to turn in their green cards, for example, officials reminded their audiences that these documents were
government property rather than individual possessions.
Clearly, the government that could issue or recall such
documents could also confer or deny particularstatuses. By
celebrating the rights that new citizens would acquire on
naturalization, judges emphasized that the state grants
rightsthrough social membership.Afteridealistic speeches,
each ceremony ended with these words:"Ladiesand gentlemen, please be seated and awaitfurtherinstructionsregard-

ing the distributionof your certificates.This court session is
now adjourned."Such references to the need to document
citizenship link these ceremonies to the broader context
including other, less celebratory court hearings that deny
status and orderimmigrantsdeported in which these rites
occurred. To conclude, let me return to these disjunctures
in light of such linkages.

National disjuncturesand linkages
Naturalizationceremonies put forwardlogics of migration,
membership, and the nation that are linked in complex
ways to the models that Salvadoranimmigrants and activists have developed in response to human rights violations
and economic problems in E1Salvadorand to legal exclusion in the United States. Sameness-difference, choicenonchoice, and sovereignty-interdependency are key to
these logics. First, during naturalization ceremonies, officials rituaSlyerased public, legal elements of difference to
constitute new citizens as equivalent juridical subjects of
the United States. In this multiculturalformulation,difference could be celebrated as a source of commonality, a
background,a presumed shared history of immigratingto
the United States in search of a better life. "Difference"was
also relevant to Salvadoraninterviewees, who, like recent
migrants from other nations, suggested that as categories,
"citizen"and "American"connote whiteness and that, regardlessof theirlegal citizenship, members of ethnic minority groups would always be seen by some as less than full
citizens. Moreover,Salvadorans,including Salvadoranofficials, expressed or promoted dual identities, according to
which, ratherthan being a clean break,naturalizationadds
U.S. citizenship to migrants'preexistingSalvadorannationality.
Second, the emphasis on choice during naturalization
ceremonies suggested that the United States simply attracted immigrants as a matter of course because of its superior way of life. The fact that migrants had made the
choice to naturalize and that the United States had agreed
that they were deservingaffirmedthe mutual wisdom of the
relationshipbeing formedbetween new citizens and the nation. "Nonchoice"(which does not mean a lack of agency)
was key to Salvadoranmigrants'accounts of migrationand
of their subsequent quest for legal status. These accounts
demonstrate an awareness of the structures and relationships that shape human action. Thus, migrants attributed
their original entry into the United States to political violence, economic necessity, and the need to support family
members in E1Salvador.Their decisions to apply for legal
status and their desire for as-yet-unobtainableU.S. citizenship were linked at least in partto the exclusion they experienced as noncitizens. Furthermore,Salvadoranmigrants'
and officials'campaignsfor U.S. residencyfor the Salvadoran
immigrantpopulation stressed ongoing social, political,and
5l9
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economic ties between the United States and E1Salvador,
including the U.S. need for immigrantlabor.This logic links
migration to interdependancy, rather than solely to individualisticquests for opportunityand self-advancement.
Third, naturalization ceremonies depicted continued
immigrationas demonstratingthe superiorityof the United
States as a sovereign nation. If the best and the brightest
sought out the opportunities that the United States offers
when they could have chosen to remainin their countries of
origin or to migrate elsewhere, then clearly, the United
States was the best among an arrayof nations from which
migrantscould choose. Such an account of migrationwould
seem to justify U.S. efforts to spread its way of life to other
countries through modernization and democratization.
"Interdependency"was key to Salvadoran interviewees'
models of movement and belonging. In fact, Salvadoranofficials' and activists'immigration-relatedstrategies characterized the dispersalof the Salvadorancitizenryin ways that
resembled scholars'use of the term transterritorialization. 19
In other words, instead of representinga loss of Salvadoran
citizens, migration made E1 Salvador transnational, provided it with a source of remittances, and gave Salvadorans
greaterpotential to influence U.S. policies vis-a-vis E1Salvador. In contrast to naturalizationceremonies' emphasis on
distinct citizenries and competing national systems, these
strategies focused on transnational ties and multiple and
overlappingallegiances.
Despite these disjuncturesbetween naturalizationofficials' and Salvadoraninterviewees'logics of belonging and
movement, juxtaposing these logics reveals ways that nation-based categories of membership can serve transnational ends. One such connection is that although legal
status officiallydefines an individualas a member of a particularnation, individualsmay seek such status to better access resources in both their country of residence and of origin. Both U.S. immigration law and international law
pertainingto migrantspresumethatindividualshave a single,
clear-cutnationality(Bosniak1991;Marrus1985).Nonetheless, studies of migrantcommunities have noted that these
groups span borders and attend to multiple national realities (Hagan 1994; Kearney 1998; Levitt 2001; Rouse 1991).
Transmigration was coined by Schilleret al. (1995) to refer
to the way that, ratherthan leaving one society and joining
another, migrants now develop and maintain ties to multiple societies. Hometown associations (Popkin 1999; Smith
1998) have received particularattention as examples of institutions that are key to transnationalidentities, and border
studies has emerged as a field that examines transnational
zones that both supersede and are defined by national
boundaries. Consistentwith my argumenthere, some have
suggested that, regardless of their transnational orientations, migrantsseek legal status not only as partof the settlement process (a process that may include coming to identify
with their new country of residence) but also as a form of
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political expediency (Hagan 1994). Migrants need legal
status both to access those opportunitiesthat, in the United
States, at least, are restrictedto citizens and to legal permanent residents and to obtain travel documents that permit
them to furtherdevelop their connections with their countries of origin.
Recognizing that legal status can better connect migrantsto their countries of origin suggests that debates over
whether or not transnationalismis renderingnationalforms
of membership obsolete are misplaced. Regardingthis debate, Soysal (1994)notes that in Europe,instead of being restrictedto nationals,rightsare increasinglybeing grantedto
individualson other bases, such as their humanity (see also
Baubock 1994;Bosniak2000;Hammar 1990) or their membership in a supranationalentity, the European Union. In
contrast,Wilmsen and McAllister(1996)argue that farfrom
becoming obsolete, ethnicity and nationalismhave been increasingly reasserted in recent decades. Immigrationpolicies, which, in receiving nations, have tended to become
more restrictive (Freeman 1992), have been singled out as
phenomena that seem to defy the trend toward globalization (Corneliuset al. 1994). Some have attempted to reconcile these competing positions by pointing out that globalizationsimultaneouslycan strengthenlocalidentities(Kearney
1995), as communities market themselves and their products as somehow unique or different from other areas
(Maurer1997),and can breakdown national boundaries,as
distant groups are caught up in common structures and
processes (Ong 1999). Robertson (1995) used the term glocalization to convey the simultaneity of such seemingly incompatible events. Similarly,my analysis of U.S. immigration politics in the 1990s suggests that even national
categoriesof membership can be given transnationalmeanings (see also Maurer 1998). Thus, restrictiveimmigration
policies can derive from nation-based models of membership and of international relations while simultaneously
making the acquisition of citizenship key to transnational
organizing.
Given that legal status can facilitate transnational organizingefforts,"difference,"which was a focus both of Salvadoran interviewees' criticisms of discriminatorypolicies
and naturalizationceremonies' celebrations of Americanization, can both be erased in the acquisition of legal subjecthood and used as a basis for political organizing.With the
riseof the modernnation-state,the moreabstractcitizen-state
relationship replaced what had been a more concrete (in
theory at least) subject-sovereign tie.20Citizenship therefore has a generic quality:All citizens are presumed to be in
an equivalent position vis-a-vis the state as a legal entity
(Collieret al.1995; Coutin 1993).In the United States,immigrantswho undergo naturalizationacquirethis generic and
equivalent qualityXeven as their histories distinguish them
from those who are citizens by birth.Naturalizationmimics
citizenship by birth, and vice versa, in that citizens by birth
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are presumed to have accepted the authorityof the Constitution (see Foucault 1977),as have naturalizedcitizens, and
naturalization imbues new citizens with an identity or
quasi-biological connection to the United States, as does
birth.2lNonetheless, as feminists and criticalrace theorists
have pointed out, citizenship in the United States is never
fully generic (see, e.g., Matsuda et al. 1993; Nelson 1984;
Sapiro 1984; Williams l991), given that legal citizenship
does not guarantee equal rights to women, ethnic minorities, and other marginalized groups. In fact, both "whiteness" and "maleness"have been prerequisites for citizenship historically (Augustine-Adams2000; Goldberg 2001;
Haney Lopez 1996;Salyer1995),and the citizenship of economically marginalized individuals is sometimes questioned (Marshall1950). Similarly,critical uses of the term
naturalize draw attention to the ambiguity that is intrinsic
to naturalization:That which is natural is supposed to be
given or intrinsic, yet naturalizationconstructs as natural
something that, originallyat least, was not.22If naturalized
citizens appear to be the equivalent of citizens by birth, and
if naturalizationappears to turn alienage into commonality,
then what happens to the differences that naturalization
erases?23They become remaindersthat lead the authenticity of naturalized identities to be questioned but that also
enable migrant groups to use ethnicity and nationalityas a
basis for political organizing.Such groups' refusals to consign "difference"to the private sphere, where it becomes a
source of commonality, challenges the requirement that
public citizenship assume a generic form.
Recognizing the incommensurabilityof migrants' histories gives the nation multiple pasts and positionings. Creating a nation requires simultaneously creating a national
history (Anderson 1983). In the United States, this history
centers on immigration. National histories celebrate the
idea that beginning with the Pilgrims, immigrants have
come to the United States in search of freedom and opportunity, and, through capitalizing on opportunity, have recreated the nation (Bellah et al. 1985; Bercovitch 1978).
Within this narrative,immigration (and naturalization)is a
mutual choice immigrants choose the nation that offers
them opportunity, and the nation chooses those immigrants who are capable of maximizing these opportunities
(Chock 1991). For the arrivaland incorporationof new immigrants to be considered a choice, however, both the nation and the immigrantmust be sovereign beings (Baubock
1994). Yet, migrants move because of political repression,
economic dislocation, and family obligations (Hamilton
and Chinchilla 1991; Kearney 1986; Menjivar2000; Sassen
1988, 1989);they legalize, in part, to protect their rights in
their countries of residence. Similarly,nations admit migrants, either officiallyor unofficially,because of a dependence on foreign, often unskilled, labor (Bach 1978;Jenkins
1978;Sassen 1991). It is therefore possible that both immigration and naturalization are fueled by the very condi-

tions nonchoice, interdependency that national narratives deny (Coutin et al. 2002).24Acknowledgingthis possibility means recognizing that alongside the nationalistic
history of the United States as a nation of immigrants are
other, less-celebratory histories, involving labor exploitation, racism, and foreignintervention.The "nationof immigrants"construct, for example, ignores the forcible migration-importation of Africanslaves, for whom naturalization
consisted of being defined as natural beings outside the
boundaries of civil society.25
In sum, because the political struggles of the excluded
and the ceremonies that awardcitizenship to the deserving
are two moments within broader processes and logics of
movementand belongingin the contemporaryUnited States,
there are deep interconnections between the notions of
sameness-difference, choice-nonchoice, and sovereigntyinterdependency that are linked to naturalization and to
transnationalism,respectively.The dual or multiple identities that make migrantspublicly differentcan be furthered
by the acquisition of generic U.S. citizenship,which permits
greaterfreedom of movement internationally.26The record
numbers of naturalizationapplicants in the mid-199Osmay
have been partiallydue to community groups'effortsto mobilize legal permanent residents and U.S. citizens as part of
ethnicity- and nationality-based political campaigns. Indeed, it is likely that such campaigns had some impact on
the 2000 elections, in which anti-immigrantrhetoricwas replaced by Democratic Party efforts to pass the Latino and
ImmigrantFairnessAct (LIFA)and Republicans'successful
effort to pass the Legal Immigrant and Family EquityAct
Naturalizationis not only a choice to acquire U.S.
(LIFE).27
citizenship but also a response to a set of circumstances
that, in the mid-199Os,included anti-immigrantsentiment
and the adoption of more restrictiveimmigration policies.
Nationality- and ethnicity-based organizing is significant
not only to U.S.-based activists but also to foreign governments that have urged their nationals to seek legal status in
the United States. Such strategiespreventpotentiallydestabilizing deportations, create an empowered constituency
that may have the ear of U.S. policy makers, promote the
transterritorializationof states, and give other nations access to sources of remittances. Furthermore,prioritizing
naturalizationand authorizingother forms of temporaryor
permanent legalization may acknowledge U.S. obligations
to and dependence on migrant labor. In short, there are
ways that naturalization,which places individuals in national categories,serves transnationalends.
The complex and contradictoryrelationships between
transnationalism and nation-based membership may be
linked to the long-standing ambivalence toward immigration in the United States.Perhapsit is not surprisingthat restrictiveimmigrationpolicies adoptedin the mid-199Oswere
accompaniedby a driveto formallyincludemoreforeign-born
individuals in the nation. Prioritizingnaturalizationcan be
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seen as an effortto eliminate or domesticate the foreign,but
it also can be viewed as an acknowledgmentof the presence
and the rights of those individuals,as well as of the needs of
immigrant-sending countries. The adoption of restrictive
measures was followed, after all, by discussions of some
form of guest worker,legalizabon, or amnest:rprogram.Yet,
following the attackson the WorldTradeCentertowers and
the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, there has been a renewal of caution and a returnto more restrictivemeasures.
It may now be more difficultfor immigrantsto assert a right
to simultaneouslybe fully recognized members of U.S. society and maintain loyalties to and ties with their countries of
origin. Clearly,this mix of acknowledginginterdependency
and mutuality, on the one hand, and of asserting national
boundaries and rights, on the other hand, will play out differentlyat differenthistoricalmoments.
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1. The high numbers of naturalizationapplicants were due in
large part to the 1986 amnesty program,a component of the 1986
ImmigrationReformand ControlAct (IRCA),which permittedcertain seasonal agriculturalworkers and individualswho had lived
in the United Statescontinuouslyand illegallysince January1, 1982,
to apply for legal permanent residency. After five years of legal
permanent residency, the individualswho legalized through IRCA
became eligible to apply for naturalization.
2. The United States Committee for Refugees reportedthat between 1983 and 1986,
[asylum]applicants from Iran had the highest approval
rate . . ., 60.4 percent, followed by the Soviet bloc countries, Romania(51.0),Czechoslovakia(45.4),Afghanistan
(37.7), Poland (34.0), and Hungary (31.9). Among the
countrieswith the lowest approvalrateswere E1Salvador
(2.6),Haiti (1.8),and Guatemala(0.9). [1986:8]
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3. IIRIRAeliminated or restrictedpreexistingmethods of legalization. Under the act's regulations,asylum applications had to be
filed within one year of applicants' entry into the United States,
individuals who petitioned for their relatives had to meet new
deeming requirements,individuals who were illegally present in
the United States and who left the countryfaced new bars to legal
reentry, and the requirementsfor legalizing on the grounds that
one has lived in the United States and established roots were
heightened. See ACLUImmigrantsRights Projectet al. (1996) for
furtherdetails.
4. Winning a suspension case requires proving (1) seven years
of continuous residency, (2) good moral character,and (3) that
deportationwould cause extreme hardship to the applicant or to
a U.S. citizen or legal permanentresident relativeof the applicant.
5. Ofcourse,there may be a significantpopulationof Salvadoran
immigrants who do not seek or desire legal status. Given that I
met most intervieweesthroughcommunity organizationsthat provided legal services to the undocumented, my sampling methods
did not enable me to reach such individuals.
6. In fact, the U.S.-born children of Salvadorancitizens are eligible forSalvadorancitizenship,and my interviewswith Salvadoran
officials indicated that the Salvadorangovernment is eager to inculcate a sense of Salvadoran identity among U.S. Salvadoran
youth.
7. This strategy is premised on the idea that new citizens and
recent immigrantssharecertainopinions and perspectivesand that
if more new citizens actuallyvote, there is a greaterchance of promoting policies that favor immigrants.
8. Welfarerefortn,which made even legal immigrantsineligible
for most federalbenefits, was adopted in 1996.Thatwas the same
year that Californiavoters passed Proposition 209, which eliminated affirtnativeaction. This proposalwas followedin 1998by the
Unz initiative,which dismantledbilingualeducationin California.
9. This voter registrationdrive was activists' response to antiimmigrantinitiatives,such as CaliforniaProposition 187. Reasoning that immigrantswould have more political clout if they could
vote, numerous CentralAmericangroups, including ASOSAL,the
Organization of Salvadoran-Americans(OSA), and the Central
AmericanResourceCenter (CARECEN),
sent volunteers some of
whom were undocumented to help newly naturalizedSpanishspeakingcitizens fill out voter registrationcards.These groupswere
not alone in seeking to registernew voters. Representativesof both
the Democratic and RepublicanParties including a man dressed
as Uncle Sam sought to registernew citizens.
10. Such references to equality, unity, and inclusiveness might
have been welcome to immigrants who had been targeted by
Proposition 187, welfare reform, and other restrictivemeasures.
One recentlynaturalizedSalvadoranimmigrant,however,assessed
the ceremony'smessage as follows:"Thewhole ceremony tells you
you have the rightto sit on the grass.Not, 'Let'schange the country
from the barrioon up.' "
11. Tomas Hammar (1990) argues that there are three gates
throughwhich immigrantspass on the road to naturalization.The
firstgate regulatesentryinto the country,the second gate regulates
presence and social participation,and the third gate regulatesfull
political rights. Using his terminology,before naturalizing,immigrants pass through the first and second gates, thereby securing
almost complete social membership before obtaining citizenship
itself.
12. As described by the judge, this adoption was mutual. It occurred not only because the parent countrywas in search of children but also because the children actively sought out parents.
13. Despite the oath of citizenship, naturalized citizens from
countries that allow dual nationality might not, in fact, give up
their citizenship of birth.
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14. Because citizenship was depicted as a reward that immigrants had earned, it is not surprisingthat naturalizationceremonies in some ways resembled both graduation ceremonies and
school assemblies. One official's comments to the new citizens
made this analogy explicit:"It'salways a happy occasion for us to
be here. It's almost like a graduationceremony."The flag-waving
of the naturalizedcitizens reminded me of graduateswho throw
their caps during commencement. When giving instructions,officials sometimes treated the new citizens like schoolchildren.One
official,for instance, announced to the new citizens, "We'regoing
to be dismissing you by groups"and then had members of each
of the designated groups rehearse this procedure by raising their
hands when called. Officialsalso occasionallyused infantilizingterminology, such as saying that they didn't want to have any "booboos" when the new citizens filed over to the INS tables, or asking
the naturalizingimmigrantsto say, "Bye-bye,green cards!"Another
officialasked the visitorsnot to stand on their seats to takepictures
duringthe ceremony. Certainelements of the naturalizationceremony, such as the pledge of allegiance, are also daily rituals in
public schools.
15. As Shapironotes, "Moderncitizenship is situated primarily
in the juridicalnetworkof the (imaginary)internationalsystem of
state sovereignties.... The territorialstate remains the dominant
frame for containing the citizen body, both physically and symbolically"(2001:118).
16. In my experience, the crowd responded enthusiasticallyto
the video. People sitting near me, for example, commented that
the video gave them goose bumps.
17. Not surprisingly,naturalizationceremonies were unabashedly patriotic. Judges urged the new citizens to consider serving
in the armed forces, to "stand tall" for the United States, and to
practice patriotismon a daily basis. One man sitting near me was
so moved by the ceremony that he resolved to bring his children
the next time that someone in his familynaturalized.The ceremonies were heavily publicized. Press crews filmed certain ceremonies, local paperscoveredthese events in both Englishand Spanish,
and at least one ceremony was transmitted to schoolchildren in
the Philippinesvia satellite.Both officialsandjudges cited the many
freedoms that U.S. citizenship provided, including freedom of
movement, speech, and assembly. Officials'examples of how new
citizens could demonstratetheir patriotism such as paying taxes,
not littering,voting, and serving in parent-teacher associationswere surprisinglyprosaic, given the lofty rhetoric about feelings,
freedoms, and national missions. Nonetheless, the ceremonies inspired the crowd to cheer for the United States, on at least this
one occasion.
In this sense, these riteswere analogousto sportingevents particularlyinternationalones. One judge, for instance, commented
that the naturalizationceremony was "no different than my attending the opening ceremony at the Olympics in Atlantajust a
couple of weeks ago, as I sat there and watched a paradeof nations
come by." This reference to nations reiteratedthe difference that
naturalizationcould not quite overcome.Sportsanalogieswere also
clear in other aspects of the ceremonies, such as the images of the
Olympictorch and Bruce Jennerin the Lee Greenwoodvideo and
the waving of national flags, which occurs during soccer matches
as well as naturalization ceremonies. One official similarly instructed the new citizens to do the "immigrationwave" by rising
in turnwhen he called their sections. Of interest,journalistssometimes also use sports analogiesto flesh out immigrants'allegiances.
In one news story about the 1986ImmigrationReformand Control
Act, a journalist asked a young man who was applying for legalization whether he would root for a Mexicansoccer team or a U.S.
soccer team. See Coutin and Chock 1995 and Mathews 1986.

18. At the ceremonies that I attended,the other top nations were
Vietnam, E1Salvador,the Philippines, Korea,and Iran.
19. For instance, the Salvadoranvice president observed during
a conference in San Salvadorin August 2000, "Wehave become
an emigrantpeople."An officialin the SalvadoranMinistryof Foreign Relations similarlytold me that E1Salvadorhas become "a
completely transnational society now" and that to confront this
situation, every ministrywas being requiredto develop a plan for
addressingthe needs of Salvadoransin the exterior.
20. On the corporalityof the sovereign, see Kantorowicz1957.
I am grateful to Susan Sterett for bringing the relevance of this
source to my attention.
21. Baubockexplains that the term naturalization
can be understoodto define the receivinggroupas a natural one and to require that new members change their
nature.... In France and Englandfrom the 14th to the
18th centurythe native-bornare seen to be natural subjects of a sovereign and naturalizationsignifies a natural
way of obtaininga similarstatusby residingpermanently
in a country, acquiring property and obeying its laws.
[1994:44-45]
See also Stolcke 1997.
22. Feminists and criticalrace theorists,for example, have used
the term naturalize to draw attention to the processes that make
socially and historicallyconstructed categories and practices appear naturaland impossible to change. Thus, Yanagisakoand Delaney define naturalizingpower as "waysin which differentialsof
power come alreadyembedded in culture.... Powerappearsnatural, inevitable, even god-given" (1995:1).
Z3. The possible disloyalityor multiple loyalities of naturalized
citizens and of other immigrants has troubled those concerned
about large-scaleimmigrationto the United States.The WorldWar
II internment of the Japanese (Salyer 1995; Starn 1986) and the
post-September 11, 2001, questioning of ArabAmericans'loyalties
are cases in point. Diasporic peoples, who claim loyalties to deterritorializednation-states (Baschet al. 1994;Bosniak2000), have
not alwaysbeen well receivedby theircountriesof residence.Some
analysts of immigrationargue that the United States alreadytoleratesand even encouragesa degree of culturaland ethnic diversity
that makes governance difficult. Peter Schuck and Rainer Munz
note that in the United States
many restrictionists. . . fear that the countryhas lost its
capacityto absorbmigrantsas a consequence of government multiculturalpolicies, including bilingual classes
aimed at reinforcingethnic and cultural identities and
affirmativeaction policies.... Theyarguethat these policies, alongwith a culturalnorm thatlegitimatesthe maintenance of group identities,is furtherfragmentinga society alreadydividedalong raciallines. [1998:E]
24. I do not mean to suggest that migrants lack agency. See
Coutin 1998 for a discussion of this issue.
25. I am grateful to Tom Boellstorfffor reminding me of this
form of naturalization.
26. Legalpermanent residents also enjoy considerablefreedom
of movement internationally.To maintain their eligibilityfor naturalization, however, legal permanent residents must have been
physicallypresent in the United States for at least six months out
of each year for five years. Moreover,legal permanent residents
do not travel with the U.S. passports that may afford easier entry
into certain countries.
27. LIFAhad three provisions: (1) parityfor beneficiariesof the
1997 NicaraguanAdjustmentand CentralAmericanReliefAct, (2)
the restorationof 245(i), a programthat permitted the recipients
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of family visa petitions to adjust their status in the United States
in exchange for paying a fine, and (3) updatingof the registrydate,
which would have permitted the legalization of large numbers of
immigrants.LIFEwas more limited in scope and primarilybenefited certain recipients of family visa petitions and members of
class actions suits filed in relation to the 1986 amnesty program.
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